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Abstract
In previous work, we have proposed an entanglement indicator for a general
multiqubit state, which can be “learned” by a quantum system, acting as a
neural network. The indicator can be used for a pure or a mixed state, and the
system need not be “close” to any particular state; moreover, as the size of the
system grows, the amount of additional training necessary diminishes. Here, we
show that the indicator is stable to noise and decoherence.
Keywords: quantum algorithm, entanglement, dynamic learning, noise,
decoherence
1. Introduction
The use and manipulation of entanglement is central to the exploitation of
quantum computation (see, e.g., [1-8]). The quantum system obviously “knows”
what its own entanglement is, though extraction of that information is not obvi-
ous; thus, we use dynamic learning methods[9, 10] to map this information onto
a single experimental measurement which is our entanglement indicator[11]. Our
method does not require prior state reconstruction or lengthy optimization[4, 5],
nor must the system be “close” to a given entangled state [7]. An entanglement
witness emerges from the learning process. We use knowledge of the smaller two-
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qubit system as a means of “bootstrapping” to larger systems [12]. As the size of
the system grows the amount of additional training necessary diminishes[13, 14],
unlike other methods, e.g., which require knowledge or reconstruction of the den-
sity matrix [1, 2, 3]; thus, our method potentially may be of general applicability
even to large-scale quantum computers, once they are built.
In any experimental implementation, though, we need also to consider that
no setup is perfect: there will always be some uncertainty due to extraneous
effects. In quantum systems there is also the problem of decoherence. Classi-
cally learning systems such as neural networks have proven fault tolerant and
robust to noise; they are also famously used for noise reduction in signals[15].
A machine learning approach would seem to be an excellent one for issues like
noise, decoherence, or missing or damaged data. Here, we show that this is
in fact the case, using as a test bed our entanglement indicator on the simple
two-qubit system.
2. Dynamic learning of an entanglement indicator
In previous work, we showed we could successfully train a quantum system
to estimate its own degree of entanglement, by mapping a measureable output
at the final time, to give an indicator of the entanglement of the prepared, initial
state. Briefly the method was as follows; for full details the reader is referred
to[11, 13, 14, 16, 17]
We begin with the Schro¨dinger equation for the time evolution of the density
matrix ρ[18]:
dρ
dt
=
1
ih¯
[H, ρ] (1)
where H is the Hamiltonian. We consider an N-qubit system whose Hamiltonian
is:
H =
N∑
α=1
Kασxα + εασzα +
N∑
α6=β=1
ζαβσzασzβ (2)
where {σ} are the Pauli operators corresponding to each of the qubits, {K} are
the tunneling amplitudes, {ε} are the biases, and {ζ}, the qubit-qubit couplings.
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We choose the usual “charge basis ”, in which each qubit’s state is given as 0
or 1; for a system of N qubits there are 2N states, each labelled by a bit string
each of whose numbers corresponds to the state of each qubit, in order. The
amplitude for each qubit to tunnel to its opposing state (i.e., switch between the
0 and 1 states) is its K value; each qubit has an external bias represented by its
ε value; and each qubit is coupled to each of the other qubits, with a strength
represented by the appropriate ζ value. Note that, for example, the operator
σx1 = σx⊗ I ... ⊗ I, where there are (N-1) outer products, acts nontrivially only
on qubit 1.
The parameter functions {K(t), ε(t), ζ(t)} direct the time evolution of the
system in the sense that, if one or more of them is changed, the way a given
initial state will evolve in time will also change, because of Eqs. 1-2. This is
the basis for using our quantum system as a neural network. The role of the
input vector is played by the initial density matrix ρ(0), the role of the output
by (some function of) the density matrix at the final time, ρ(tf ), and the role
of the “weights” of the network by the parameter functions of the Hamiltonian,
{K, ε, ζ}, all of which can be adjusted experimentally[8]. By adjusting these
parameters using a machine learning algorithm we can train the system to evolve
in time from an input state to a set of particular final states at the final time tf .
Because the time evolution is quantum mechanical (and, we assume, coherent),
a quantum mechanical function, like an entanglement witness of the initial state,
can be mapped to an observable of the system’s final state, a measurement made
at the final time tf . Complete details, including a derivation of the quantum
dynamic learning paradigm using quantum backpropagation[9] in time[10], are
given in [11]. We call this quantum system a “quantum neural network” (QNN).
We found [11, 17] a set of parameter functions that successfully map the
input (initial) state of a two-qubit system to a good approximation of the entan-
glement of formation of that initial state, using as the output the qubit-qubit
correlation function at the final time, 〈σz1(tf )σz2(tf )〉2. This set of param-
eter functions was relatively easily generalized to three- four- and five-qubit
systems[14]. Here, we will consider the effect of noise on only the simplest case,
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of two qubits (N = 2), and for ease of notation we will call the two qubits
A and B. With continuum[16, 17] rather than piecewise constant parameter
functions[11, 14] training is more rapid and complete; see Figure 1. The param-
eter functions are found by training with a set of just four initial quantum states
(“inputs”), as shown in Table 1: a fully entangled state (“Bell”), a “Flat” state
(equal amounts of all basis states), a product state“C” whose initial (t = 0)
correlation function 〈σzAσzB〉2 is nonzero, and a partially entangled state “P”.
The parameter functions are shown in Figures 2 3 4. Because of the symmetry
in the Hamiltonian and in the training set, KA = KB = K, and A = B = .
Each is a relatively simple function, well parametrized by only one frequency
(, ζ) or two (K), as shown in Table 2 and plotted in Figures refK0,3,4. The
(input, output) pairs are:
input = ρ(0) = |Ψ(0)〉〈Ψ(0)| (3)
output = 〈σzA(tf )σzB(tf )〉2 → target
with prepared input states at zero time, and corresponding targets, given in
Table 1. This table also shows the QNN indicated entanglement values after
training has finished and, for comparison, the entanglement of formation, calcu-
lated using the analytic formula [2] for comparison. Entanglement of formation
is not the only measure of entanglement, of course, but any one that we chose
would have qualitatively similar behavior, which we would like our entanglement
indicator to imitate. That is, we seek here not exact agreement with EF (in
which case we would train the state 1√
3
(|00〉 + |01〉 + |10〉) to a target value of
0.55), but a robust and internally self consistent measure, which we would hope
would track well with an analytic measure like EF . The QNN indicator system-
atically underestimates EF for partially entangled pure states; this is because
we found through simulation that the net naturally trained to the target value
of 0.44. See [11] for details.
Once trained, the parameter functions that are found can be tested, by using
the Hamiltonian so defined to calculate the QNN indicator for other initial
4
Figure 1: Total root mean squared error for the training set as a function of epoch (pass
through the training set), for the 2-qubit system, with zero noise. Asymptotic error is 1.6 ×
10−3. For comparison: with piecewise constant functions a similar level of error required 2000
epochs.
Figure 2: Parameter function KA = KB as a function of time (data points), as trained at
zero noise for the entanglement indicator, and plotted with the Fourier fit (solid line).
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Figure 3: Parameter function A = B as a function of time (data points), as trained at zero
noise for the entanglement indicator, and plotted with the Fourier fit (solid line).
Figure 4: Parameter function ζ as a function of time (data points), as trained at zero noise
for the entanglement indicator, and plotted with the Fourier fit (solid line).
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Table 1: Training data for QNN entanglement witness.
Input state |Ψ(0)〉 Target Trained EF
Bell = 1√
2
(|00〉+ |11〉) = |Φ+〉 1.0 0.998 1.0
Flat = 12 (|00〉+ |01〉+ |10〉+ |11〉) 0.0 1.2× 10−5 0.0
C = 1√
1.25
(0.5|10〉+ |11〉) 0.0 1.8× 10−4 0.0
P = 1√
3
(|00〉+ |01〉+ |10〉) 0.44 0.44 0.55
RMS Error 1.6× 10−3
Epochs 100
Table 2: Curvefit coefficients for parameter functions K, , ζ, for QNN entanglement witness.
f(t) = a0 + a1 cos(ωt) + b1 sin(ωt) + a2 cos(2ωt) + b2 sin(2ωt)
Coefficient K  ζ
a0 0.00248 9.89× 10−5 9.89× 10−5
a1 3.68× 10−6 −4.96× 10−6 −1.46× 10−5
b1 1.95× 10−6 4.55× 10−6 −2.34× 10−5
a2 3.70× 10−6 — —
b2 8.68× 10−7 — —
ω 0.0250 0.0250 0.0575
RMS Error 9.77× 10−7 1.84× 10−6 7.29× 10−6
states. Testing was therefore done on a large number of states not represented
in the training set, including fully entangled states, partially entangled states,
product (unentangled) states, and even mixed states. (Note that only pure
states were present in the training sets.) The interested reader is referred to our
previous work for the (extensive) testing results [11, 14, 17]. Note also that the
testing was done using the fitted functions only.
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3. Learning with noise
Physical systems contain noise, meaning that there is some uncertainty in
each of the elements of the density matrix (though, of course, it must remain
hermitian and positive semidefinite, with unit trace to conserve probability.)
What if the system on which we train is somewhat noisy?
Let us first define our terms. Because we are working with simulations, we
can isolate the different effects of “noise” and “decoherence”: here, we will use
“noise” to refer to random (uncorrelated) magnitudes, of a given size, added
to the density matrix elements; and “decoherence” to refer to random phases
so added. In general, of course, both effects will be present; we will call that
“complex” noise. Recall that our entanglement indicator is a mapping to a
time correlation function, after evolution in time according to the Hamiltonian
of Equation 2; that is, the entanglement of the initial state is approximated
by a measurement performed at the final time. To simulate white noise (zero
mean and specified amplitude), random numbers were added at each timestep
∆t = 0.8 ns of that time evolution. These numbers have zero time correlation
themselves. The level of noise we report is the amplitude, that is, the root-mean-
square-average size of these random numbers, that are imposed at each time
step. All the simulations were done for the same total time of 317 timesteps, or
about 253 ns. Because the system evolves in time, the noise itself propagates,
so that by the time the correlation function is measured, at the final time,
numbers that seem quite small can build up to destroy a significant amount of
entanglement. For comparison with our testing results, we will always therefore
include the entanglement of formation for the noisy density matrix, calculated
using the Bennett-Wootters formula[1, 2] and marked “BW” on our testing
graphs (Figures 12-17, 25-30, and 38-43) below.
We consider first the case of magnitude noise only. Figure 5 shows a typical
rms error training curve for a fairly large level of noise. As expected, asymptotic
error for the training set does increase with increasing noise. The parameter
functions also become “noisy”: See Figures 6,7,8.
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Figure 5: Total root mean squared error for the training set as a function of epoch (pass
through the training set), for the 2-qubit system, with a (magnitude) noise level of 0.014 at
each (of 317 total) timestep. Asymptotic error is 3.1× 10−3, about double what it was with
no noise.
Figure 6: Parameter function KA = KB as a function of time, as trained at 0.0089 amplitude
noise at each of the 317 timesteps, for the entanglement indicator (data points), and plotted
with the Fourier fit (solid line). Note the change in scale from Figure 2, because of the (much
larger) spread of the noisy data: the Fourier fit is actually almost the same on this graph.
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Figure 7: Parameter function A = B as a function of time, as trained at 0.0089 amplitude
noise at each of the 317 timesteps, for the entanglement indicator (data points), and plotted
with the Fourier fit (solid line).
Figure 8: Parameter function ζ as a function of time, as trained at 0.0089 noise at each of the
317 timesteps, for the entanglement indicator (data points), and plotted with the Fourier fit
(solid line).
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Much of this variation is not meaningful, though. In fact, the numbers in
Table 2 are slightly different from the ones we found in [17]. Is that difference
significant? To investigate this, we tried testing with all but a selected one of the
parameter functions’ Fourier coefficients set to the trained values, but assigning
random numbers (of the right order of magnitude) to the Fourier coefficients
of the one chosen. The system was remarkably insensitive to this procedure
when the random function was the tunneling function K: as long as K was
the right order of magnitude, the indicator still tested extremely well - in fact
for most of the testing the indicator results were identical. This was not true
if  or ζ were randomized, however: errors were substantial, particularly when
the Fourier frequency ω is randomized. Still, exact agreement with the trained
functions is not, apparently, necessary.
We can, as before, fit each function to a Fourier series, and test using the
fitted functions. Figures 9,10,11 show the Fourier coefficients for KA = KB ,
A = B , and ζ, respectively, as functions of increasing noise level. The Fourier
components of the tunneling parameter function K are clearly the least sensitive
to noise level, while for  they are a bit more so and for ζ the most. This is
in accordance with the observed insensitivity of the entanglement indicator to
K: that is, it is true both that the indicator is relatively insensitive to the K
function, and that the K function’s Fourier fit is insensitive to environmental
noise.
All of the parameters look fairly stable at these levels of noise, from this
point of view. But a more important question is: how much does noise interfere
with the net’s ability to detect entanglement?
Consider a pure state, specifically, the state P (γ) = |00〉+|11〉+γ|01〉√
2+|γ|2 . For γ = 0
this is of course the (fully entangled) Bell state; as γ increases the entanglement
decreases. P (γ) is one of the states we tested on in the 2008 paper[11], and, as
we found then, the entanglement as computed by the quantum neural network,
without noise, tracks the entanglement of formation very well. How much noise
or uncertainty can the network tolerate? We answer this question in two ways.
First, we suppose the QNN was trained on the perfect (zero noise) system of the
11
Figure 9: Fourier coefficients for the tunneling parameter functions K, as functions of noise
level.
Figure 10: Fourier coefficients for the bias parameter functions , as functions of noise level.
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Figure 11: Fourier coefficients for the coupling parameter function ζ, as functions of noise
level.
four-pair training set, and we add increasing amounts of noise to test the system
for various nonzero values of γ, and compare the results to the entanglement
of formation both at zero noise and at 0.0069 noise. See Figure 12. Then,
we suppose the QNN was trained on a noisy system, and, again, test with
increasing levels of noise. Figures 13 and 14 show, respectively, an intermediate
level and a high level of noise present during training. Recall that the noise
should be understood as occurring over the total time evolution interval: that
is, an independent (uncorrelated) noise at the given rms level was added at
each timestep. The two curves showing the entanglement of formation can
therefore be thought of as a kind of “error bars”: the correct entanglement of
the system should lie somewhere between the zero noise result and the result
at maximum noise, insofar as the QNN tracks well with the entanglement of
formation. Presumably the presence of noise does destroy entanglement, but,
since the measurement itself is noisy, it is not certain how much is destroyed
and how much is simply a bad measurement. Still, it is obvious from the results
that, indeed, the QNN technique does an excellent job of remaining robust to
pure noise.
Second, we consider testing on mixed states. We might expect the QNN to
perform significantly less well with these kinds of states, because the training set
13
Figure 12: Entanglement of the state P as a function of γ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero noise (blue) and at
0.0069 noise (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at zero noise, but tested at the given
level.
Figure 13: Entanglement of the state P as a function of γ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero noise (blue) and at
0.0069 noise (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at a noise level of 0.0089, and then
tested at the given level.
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Figure 14: Entanglement of the state P as a function of γ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero noise (blue) and at
0.0069 noise (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at 0.013 noise, and then tested at
the given level.
(Table 1) contained no mixed states. In fact with zero noise the QNN tested well
on several classes of mixed states [11]; we need to see if that success is maintained
with noisy conditions. Figures 15,16,17 show results for the mixed statesM(δ) =
δ|11〉〈11|+|Φ+〉〈Φ+|
δ+1 , where |Φ+〉 is the Bell state, given in Table 1, as functions
of δ, for QNN trained at zero, 0.0089, and 0.013 noise amplitude, respectively.
Again, the entanglement of formation results can serve as an approximate error
bound, and we see that the QNN’s entanglement indicator is robust to noise.
Indeed, comparison of these figures with the ones for pure states shows that
performance on mixed states is even better. Because of this we might expect
the QNN indicator to show greater robustness to decoherence than to magnitude
noise; we will see in the next section that this is, indeed, the case.
4. Decoherence
We now turn to the case of “pure” decoherence, that is, we introduce random
phases to the elements of the density matrix, without changing their magnitudes.
Figure 18 shows a typical rms error training curve for a fairly large level of phase
noise. Again, asymptotic error for the training set does increase with increasing
15
Figure 15: Entanglement of the state M as a function of δ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero noise (blue) and at
0.0069 noise (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at zero noise, but tested at the given
level.
Figure 16: Entanglement of the state M as a function of δ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero noise (blue) and at
0.0069 noise (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at a noise level of 0.0089, and then
tested at the given level.
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Figure 17: Entanglement of the state M as a function of δ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero noise (blue) and at
0.0069 noise (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at 0.013 noise, and then tested at
the given level.
phase noise (decoherence). The parameter functions also become “noisy”: See
Figures 19,20,21.
Figures 22,23,24 show the Fourier coefficients for KA = KB , A = B , and
ζ, respectively, as functions of increasing decoherence level. It is clear that in
the case of decoherence the parameter functions are even more stable than in
the previous case of noise.
Testing results for the pure state P subject to decoherence are shown in
Figures 25,26,27, as trained, respectively, at zero, 0.0089, and 0.013 decoherence
(phase noise), and tested with various levels of phase noise, and compared with
the entanglement of formation at zero and at 0.0069 phase noise. The results are
extremely good, better even than the ones in Figures 12,13,14; clearly, the QNN
is even better at dealing with decoherence than with “pure” noise. Possibly the
various (random) phases tend to cancel each other; but since for definite phase
shifts the QNN underestimates the entanglement, sometimes drastically [11, 17],
this was an unexpectedly good result.
Figures 28,29,30 show the performance of the QNN on the mixed state M , as
trained, respectively, at zero, 0.0089, and 0.013 decoherence (phase noise), and
tested with various levels of phase noise, and compared with the entanglement
17
Figure 18: Total root mean squared error for the training set as a function of epoch (pass
through the training set), for the 2-qubit system, with a phase noise level of 0.014 at each (of
317 total) timestep. Asymptotic error is 1.3×10−3, approximately the same as with no noise.
Figure 19: Parameter function KA = KB as a function of time, as trained at 0.0089 phase
noise at each of the 317 timesteps, for the entanglement indicator (data points), and plotted
with the Fourier fit (solid line)
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Figure 20: Parameter function A = B as a function of time, as trained at 0.0089 phase noise
at each of the 317 timesteps, for the entanglement indicator (data points), and plotted with
the Fourier fit (solid line).
Figure 21: Parameter function ζ as a function of time, as trained at 0.0089 phase noise at
each of the 317 timesteps, for the entanglement indicator (data points), and plotted with the
Fourier fit (solid line).
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Figure 22: Fourier coefficients for the tunneling parameter functions K, as functions of deco-
herence level.
Figure 23: Fourier coefficients for the bias parameter functions , as functions of decoherence
level.
20
Figure 24: Fourier coefficients for the coupling parameter function ζ, as functions of decoher-
ence level.
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Figure 25: Entanglement of the state P as a function of γ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero phase noise (blue) and
at 0.0069 phase noise (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at zero phase noise, but
tested at the given level.
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Figure 26: Entanglement of the state P as a function of γ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero phase noise (blue) and
at 0.0069 phase noise (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at a phase noise level of
0.0089, and then tested at the given level.
Figure 27: Entanglement of the state P as a function of γ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero phase noise (blue) and
at 0.0069 phase noise (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at 0.013 phase noise, and
then tested at the given level.
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Figure 28: Entanglement of the state M as a function of δ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero phase noise (blue) and
at 0.0069 phase noise (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at zero noise, but tested
at the given level.
of formation at zero and at 0.0069 phase noise. Again, we see that the QNN
entanglement indicator is robust to decoherence.
5. Noise plus decoherence
Finally, we consider the case of noise plus decoherence, that is, what we are
calling random complex noise. For this case, we add both magnitude and phase
noise. Figure 31 shows a typical rms error training curve for a the same level of
complex noise as in Figures 5 and 18. Again, asymptotic error for the training
set does increase with increasing complex noise. The parameter functions again
become “noisy”: See Figures 32,33,34.
Again, we test to see how much the Fourier fit changes, this time with
complex noise. Figures 35,36,37 show the Fourier coefficients as a function of
complex noise level, for K, , and ζ, respectively. We can see that the indicator
is, again, relatively stable.
Again we use the Fourier fitted functions to test on both pure and mixed
states. Figures 38,39,40 show performance of the QNN on the entanglement
of the state P , as trained, respectively, at zero, 0.0089, and 0.013 amplitude
23
Figure 29: Entanglement of the state M as a function of δ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero phase noise (blue) and
at 0.0069 phase noise (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at a phase noise level of
0.0089, and then tested at the given level.
Figure 30: Entanglement of the state M as a function of δ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero phase noise (blue) and
at 0.0069 phase noise (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at 0.013 phase noise, and
then tested at the given level.
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Figure 31: Total root mean squared error for the training set as a function of epoch (pass
through the training set), for the 2-qubit system, with a complex noise level of 0.014 at each
(of 317 total) timestep. Asymptotic error is 3.0× 10−3, approximately the same as with only
magnitude noise.
Figure 32: Parameter function KA = KB as a function of time, as trained at 0.0089 complex
noise at each of the 317 timesteps, for the entanglement indicator (data points), and plotted
with the Fourier fit (solid line). Note the change in scale from Figure 2, because of the (much
larger) spread of the noisy data: the Fourier fit is actually almost the same on this graph.
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Figure 33: Parameter function A = B as a function of time, as trained at 0.0089 complex
noise at each of the 317 timesteps, for the entanglement indicator (data points), and plotted
with the Fourier fit (solid line).
Figure 34: Parameter function ζ as a function of time, as trained at 0.0089 complex noise at
each of the 317 timesteps, for the entanglement indicator (data points), and plotted with the
Fourier fit (solid line).
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Figure 35: Fourier coefficients for the tunneling parameter functions K, as functions of com-
plex noise level.
Figure 36: Fourier coefficients for the bias parameter functions , as functions of complex
noise level.
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Figure 37: Fourier coefficients for the coupling parameter function ζ, as functions of complex
noise level.
complex noise, and tested with various levels of complex noise, and compared
with the entanglement of formation at zero and at 0.0069 complex noise. Fig-
ures 41 42 43 show the performance of the QNN on the mixed state M , as
trained, respectively, at zero, 0.0089, and 0.013 complex noise, and tested with
various levels of complex noise, and compared with the entanglement of forma-
tion at zero and at 0.0069 complex noise. Results are excellent; in fact, they are
somewhat better than for the case of only “magnitude” noise. In some sense
allowing for decoherence makes the indicator even more robust.
6. Conclusions
In previous work, we have proposed an entanglement indicator for a general
qubit system. This indicator is a quantum system that processes the state whose
entanglement is to be estimated. The parameters of the quantum system are
adjusted via a supervised learning process using a sparse training set of states
whose entanglement is well-defined. The learning is continued until sufficient
training is achieved. The trained parameter functions are well represented by
single frequency functions (first order Fourier curve fit.)
We have shown here that those functions are robust to fairly high levels of
noise and decoherence. The quantum neural network tests well on “unknown”
28
Figure 38: Entanglement of the state P as a function of γ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero noise (blue) and at
0.69% noise plus decoherence (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at zero noise, but
tested at the given level.
Figure 39: Entanglement of the state P as a function of γ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero noise (blue) and at
0.0069 noise plus decoherence (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at a noise level of
0.0089 complex noise, and then tested at the given level.
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Figure 40: Entanglement of the state P as a function of γ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero complex noise (blue)
and at 0.0069 noise plus decoherence(orange). In each case the QNN was trained at 0.013
level complex noise, and then tested at the given level.
Figure 41: Entanglement of the state M as a function of δ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero noise (blue) and at
0.0069 noise plus decoherence(orange). In each case the QNN was trained at zero noise, but
tested at the given level.
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Figure 42: Entanglement of the state M as a function of δ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero noise (blue) and at
0.0069 noise plus decoherence (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at a complex noise
level of 0.0089, and then tested at the given level.
Figure 43: Entanglement of the state M as a function of δ, as calculated by the QNN, and
compared with the entanglement of formation (marked “BW”) at zero noise (blue) and at
0.0069 noise plus decoherence (orange). In each case the QNN was trained at 0.013 complex
noise, and then tested at the given level.
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states, both pure and mixed. Performance on decoherence in particular was
excellent. We are reasonably confident that our results show that quantum
neural networks are well suited for dealing with these types of problems in
quantum computing.
We are currently working to extend our results on noise and decoherence to
multiple-qubit systems, using the well-known neural network technique of boot-
strapping [12]. We also wish to understand exactly why the QNN is so robust to
noise and decoherence. Classical neural networks are robust to noise and single
neuron/synapse failure because of the multiple-redundance of parallel comput-
ing. Here, we have only a very small number of qubits/neurons, but we have
designed our quantum network as operating over propagation in time, which
can be written as a superposition of a very large number of definite time paths,
using the Feynman path integral representation of quantum mechanics [19]. In
this picture, the instantaneous states of the quantum system at intermediate
times, which are integrated over, play the role of “virtual neurons”[20]. In other
words, it is possible that quantum superposition ensures redundance, even when
the physical number of qubits is small, and thereby supplies fault-tolerance.
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